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The potato must be the most versatile of all cooking ingredients; it makes marvelous side
dishes, wholesome soups, spicy pies, even sweet deserts-there are almost no limits to the
variations possible with the common or garden spud. And in addition to providing culinary
delight, the potato also contains numerous nutrients with low calories. With 250 mouth-watering
recipes and special "Cook's Tip" sidebars, The Great Potato Cookbook is a must-have on every
cook's shelf. Skeptical about the versatility of the potato? Just try: * Bouillon potatoes served
with beef * Westphalian potato soup * Potato soufflé with parmesan and pancetta cheeses *
Austrian apricot dumplings * Toulouse sausage with lentils and pumpkin and potato mash *
Moist potato doughnuts Along with recipes, you'll also find a detailed history of the potato,
descriptions and pictures of the different types of potatoes, and how to choose, store, and cook
potatoes in a variety of ways. Whatever you rustle up with this healthy vegetable, it won't take
long for you to figure out that the potato always tastes good. REVIEW AUTHORBIO

"Amelia and Jonathon Sawyer are great cooks and great parents and this book is proof of both.
They also know what all great food professionals know: that we can change the world for the
better by teaching our kids to cook. I couldn't be more excited see this excellent book come into
being. And I can't recommend it highly enough." - Michael Ruhlman, author of Egg, Ruhlman's
Twenty and The Soul of a Chef"The thing I have always loved about Jon is everything he does is
filled with passion, love, creativity and fun. He approaches cooking like this as well as his family
and it shines through in the way he and Amelia raise their wonderful kids. This book is not only a
recipe book for families but a story into how their travels and love have shaped their family and I
know it will inspire you to share in their passion and experience their journey." - Chef Michael
Symon, James Beard Foundation Award-winning American chef, restaurateur, television
personality, and author"There is nothing that sings in the key of joy like a happy child and almost
nothing that brings me to a higher plane than a delicious plate of pasta. Chef/dad/genius
Jonathon Sawyer has combined the two to create this handbook of tasty euphoria that makes
the celebration of the creation and sharing of simple and delightful noodle bound happiness as a
family. The ultimate expression of love and collaboration, this book will make you, your kids and
their pals (and your childish friends) a happy jubilant choir of yum." - Mario Batali,award-winning
American chef, restaurateur, television personality, and author"a well thought out and beautifully
illustrated book...""Packed full of pasta and noodle recipes from all over the globe; it's a fantastic
book which has already inspired new family meal ideas for me and my girls and which I expect to
provide many years of cookery fun.""this is one great book for inspiring the young chefs of the
future.""It’s fun, easy, and perfect for children and adults alike! It’s become a firm favourite with
the kids in our house, one that is sure to be pulled off of the bookshelf for years to come."About



the AuthorChef Jonathon Sawyer is proudly from Cleveland Ohio, where he owns & operates his
flagship restaurant The Greenhouse Tavern, as well as Noodlecat, Tavern Vinegar Co, Sawyer's
Street Frites & SeeSaw Pretzel Shoppe. In 2010, he was honored as one of Food & Wine
Magazine's Best New Chefs. Chef Sawyer has also made national television appearances
including Iron Chef America, DinnerImpossible, Unique Eats, and Best Thing I Ever Ate. In 2015,
Chef Jonathan Sawyer won a James Beard award for Best Chef: Great Lakes and a finalist in the
same category in 2013. When Jonathon is not in the kitchen he is surrounded by his family, his
wife Amelia, son Catcher, daughter Louisiana, dogs Potato and Vito, and chickens Acorn,
Bunny, Ginger, Trout, Bear & Squid. He can often be found in the cellar of his century home
where he ferments beer & wine vinegars for the restaurants and for Tavern Vinegar Co. Jonathon
is a tireless supporter of the green movement, local agriculture, and sustainable businesses
both in Northeast Ohio and around the country.
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300 Best Potato Recipes: A Complete Cook's Guide Smashed, Mashed, Boiled, and Baked--
and Fried, Too!: A Celebration of Potatoes in 75 Irresistible Recipes



Teriffica, “This is your Spuddy Buddy. I got 25 lbs of potatoes with the true intention of making all
the recipes. Well, I failed. But, not cause of the book but because the first recipe I made was so
good (the Potato and parm bacon soup on page 69) I didn't wanna make anything else. Buyer
beware- this sheet is good good sheet.”

Anna may, “one read. This is the book to give valuable information about how to use those extra
potatoesyou can never get rid of before they rot . its also intresting to think about the potato
faminein Ireland and wonder how many of these recipes carried over .Its creative . I plan to get
another book for a gift .az”

Kathi Linz, “Excellent Recipes. Maybe you can't live on potatoes, but this cookbook sure gives
you a reason to try. There are some very tasty recipes in here that should not be missed.”

Lehua100, “Great recipes. Anything that has at Readers Digest puts out is excellent. This book
is no exception.”

Virginia Ekonen, “Great buy.. Much larger book than it looked. Great buy.”

tbjd, “book about the great tattie. the book is good as you would except for Reader Digest sadly
it is American and thus the names of the tatties don't relate to the old british ones. good book full
of recipes both traditional and new from all four corners.”

St.John Weatherby-Claxford, “Healthy & wholesome. Mouthwatering recipes and amazing
varieties from the simple spud. None of the recipes are beyond the capabilities of your
averagebatchelor”

andrew pettitt, “delivered as advertised. delivered as advertised”

The book by Jonathon Sawyer has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 28 people have provided feedback.
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